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Vietnamese Fairytales for Children
Keyline
This series includes famous tales of the treasure of Vietnamese fairy tales, which are
told briefly and concisely with beautiful illustrations suitable for kindergarten age.

Description
Welcome to a fantastic world populated by adventuresome animals, magical elves
and plants which have lived on for centuries in the traditional fairy tales of Vietnam.
Drawn from folklore passed down from generation to generation, eleven enchanting
stories have been lovingly retold for preschool children. Young readers can easily find
funny discoveries, important lessons in creative and modern illustrations in this
Fairytales for children collection.
Books in this series:

God’s Uncle The Toad
Pub Date: 29 January, 2021

ISBN: 9789814914901

Nowadays, whenever the toad clenched his teeth, people would know the rain was
coming. Though tiny, the Toad was called as "Heaven's Uncle". Why was that? The
story began such a long time ago when the drought covered the earth...

The Invisible Cloak
Pub Date: 29 January, 2021

ISBN: 9789814914918

The wealth in the castles was getting less and less. There was a rumor that a god
had taken the wealth from the rich and delivered to the poor. However, nobody
knew that, the God was actually a normal person wearing an invisible cloak...

The Story of the Monkey
Pub Date: 26 January, 2021
ISBN: 9789814914925
In this story about the origin of monkeys, an ugly maid became beautiful after
smelling the scent of a flower in the middle of a lake. But when her master's family
tried that in the hope of becoming beautiful as well, they all turned crooked and full
of wrinkles...
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